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Welcome 

 
Welcome to Shekou International School (SIS) for the 
school year 2019-2020. I am pleased that you and 
your family are part of our school community. 
 
Since 1988, SIS has provided expatriate students in 
Shenzhen with the highest standard of educational 
experiences. Our staff and students come from more 
than 40 nations around the world. 
 
Students at SIS have access to the finest learning schools can offer. Our mission is 
to provide students a rigorous education and to do so in a caring and nurturing 
community. We strive to inspire them to become principled, innovative contributors in 
an ever-changing and transforming world. 
 
Student-centered approaches are at the heart of how our teachers work with each 
student - from early childhood to graduation. Our teachers maintain academic rigor 
while fostering hands-on learning and individual exploration. Our standards-based 
curriculum is developed from the best and most current of national and international 
curricula, making it relevant and challenging for our students. 
 
Our technology initiatives give all students full access to the best educational 
technology in all grades. The students gain skills to take full advantage of the learning 
opportunities of the 21st Century. Beyond the classroom, SIS students have access 
to a variety of extra-curricular activities. Their participation in these contributes 
significantly to their physical and social development as they grow and mature. 
 
This handbook is meant to help you as students and parents to understand the 
organization, practices and expectations at SIS; to appreciate what is important and 
special about SIS. I hope that you find the information in it to be useful. 
 
If you have questions that are not addressed in this handbook, please do not hesitate 
to talk to us. Please consult with the classroom teacher(s) for matters related to 
curriculum, assessment and issues related to learning. For other matters, please do 
not hesitate to contact the school office. 
 
On behalf of our talented and experienced staff, I welcome you and wish you a 
rewarding and challenging year ahead at Shekou International School. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Greg Smith, Head of School 
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Welcome to Shekou International School. 
 
SIS is a diverse and culturally rich school that recognizes and supports students in 
developing a range of transferable skills; skills that ensure students can engage 
successfully with the changing world we all live in. We are a candidate International 
Baccalaureate Primary Years Programme (PYP) school and continue to implement 
the PYP, providing our students with the skills, knowledge and attitudes to engage in 
authentic, inquiry-based learning, grounded in best practice.   
 
Everyone at SIS is committed to your child’s education. Our faculty and staff come 
from a diverse range of backgrounds and are not only highly qualified but also share 
a passion for all the facets of an empowering International Education.   
 
As we endeavor to offer the best education experience, we invite you to be involved. 
The home-school connection is integral in the success of your child’s schooling 
experience and we warmly welcome our parents to become involved and participate 
in our many school activities. We are very fortunate to have the support of our very 
active and hard-working Parent Support Association (PSA). Every parent is 
encouraged to join the PSA and support the opportunities to bring the school and 
families together in enriching, community building experiences.   
 
We are proud to be a leading, vibrant community of learners and educators, serving 
the needs of students and parents. We look forward to meeting you throughout the 
year at our many events and sharing in the learning opportunities for both students 
and parents. 

 
Sincerely, 
Harish Kanabar, Primary Principal           
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Overview of SIS 
SIS History 
Shekou International School (SIS) is a coeducational company-sponsored day school for children 
of foreign nationals located in the Shekou Industrial Zone of Shenzhen, in the People’s Republic 
of China (PRC).  
 
The town of Shekou, literally ‘the snake’s mouth,’ is on a peninsula at the mouth of the Pearl River. 
SIS was established in January 1988 by Amoco Orient Petroleum Company. British Petroleum 
(formerly Arco and Amoco), Conoco-Phillips and CACT (Chevron-Texaco) held production-
sharing contracts both offshore and onshore with several different Chinese host partner 
companies.  International Schools Services (ISS) was contracted to operate the school for these 
companies. In 2004 when the oil company left Shenzhen, ISS became the school’s sponsor 
through a wholly owned local enterprise (Academic Information Consulting (Shenzhen) Company, 
Limited) with full operational responsibility. 
 
An Advisory Council, composed of representatives from the school community, meets periodically 
to support the school’s direction. ISS is a non-profit, educational service organization located in 
Princeton, New Jersey which provides management services to more than 20 international 
schools across the world. 
 
The oil sector now represents a fraction of the clientele alongside other multinational corporations. 
A wide variety of international companies have moved into the Shenzhen area in more recent 
years and Shenzhen is now one of the largest and most innovative cities in the world. Agreements 
with some of these new companies have provided a fully authorized (through AEFE) French 
Bilingual Program and a German Heritage Language program.  
The school is fully accredited through the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC).  
 
After initially opening and serving only primary aged children, SIS has established a strong 
reputation for catering to the needs of all students from two years old in Nursery through to 
graduation as a year 12 student. Our student body numbers over 1000 across the campuses and 
continues to expand to service the needs of Shenzhen’s expatriate community. 
  
Mission Statement  
Shekou International School provides a rigorous education in a caring community and 
inspires our students to become principled, innovative contributors in a transforming world. 
 

Beliefs 
We believe that... 

• A foundation in knowledge and skills is essential for continual learning, personal 
development and sound decision-making.  

• Integrity, humility, and respect are fundamental to successful relationships.  
• Learning to set goals and priorities is essential to the development of perseverance, 

critical thinking and confidence in students as well as staff.  
• Successful learning is fostered by an active, supportive partnership and consistent 

expectations within the child’s school and home learning environments.  
• Active involvement in service learning and recognition of cultural diversity is critical 

in developing responsible, compassionate youth who can adjust to life in an ever- 
changing world.  

• Technology is a conduit through which students learn, create, collaborate and 
share.  
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IB Mission Statement 
 
        The International Baccalaureate organization aims to develop inquiring,  
          knowledgeable and caring young people who help to create a better and more  
          peaceful world through intercultural understanding and respect. 
 

To this end, IB works with schools, governments and international organizations to develop 
challenging programmes of international education and rigorous assessment.  

 
These programmes encourage students across the world to become active, 
compassionate and lifelong learners who understand that other people, with their 
differences, can also be right. 

 
The IB Learner Profile attributes 
 
“An IB education fosters international-mindedness by helping students reflect on their own 
perspective, culture and identities, and then on those of others. By learning to appreciate 
different beliefs, values and experiences, and to think and collaborate across cultures and 
disciplines, IB learners gain the understanding necessary to make progress toward a more 
peaceful and sustainable world.” (IBO)  
 
The aim of the PYP and DP at SIS is to develop internationally minded people who, 
recognizing their common humanity and shared guardianship of the planet, help to create a 
better and more peaceful world. This reflects the SIS Mission and therefore it follows that 
the IB Learner Profile is a set of human qualities that we strive to instill in all our learners 
from Nursery to Grade 12. 
 
To this end, the SIS curriculum will foster the development of the IB learner profile attributes and 
highlight the importance of nurturing dispositions such as curiosity and compassion as well as 
developing knowledge and skills.  
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IB learners strive to be: 

Attribute Descriptor 

Inquirers   We nurture our curiosity, developing skills for inquiry and research. We know how to learn 
independently and with others. We learn with enthusiasm and sustain our love of learning 
throughout life. 

Knowledgeable We develop and use conceptual understanding, exploring knowledge across a range of 
disciplines. We engage with issues and ideas that have local and global significance.  

Thinkers  We use critical and creative thinking skills to analyse and take responsible action on complex 
problems. We exercise initiative in making reasoned, ethical decisions.  

Communicators  We express ourselves confidently and creatively in more than one language and in many 
ways. We collaborate effectively, listening carefully to the perspectives of other individuals 
and groups. 

Principled  We act with integrity and honesty, with a strong sense of fairness and justice, and with 
respect for the dignity and rights of people everywhere. We take responsibility for our actions 
and their consequences.  

Open-minded  We critically appreciate our own cultures and personal histories, as well as the values and 
traditions of others. We seek and evaluate a range of points of view, and we are willing to 
grow from the experience. 

Caring  We show empathy, compassion and respect. We have a commitment to service, and we act 
to make a positive difference in the lives of others and in the world around us.  

Courageous 
(Risk takers)  

We approach uncertainty with forethought and determination; we work independently and 
cooperatively to explore new ideas and innovative strategies. We are resourceful and 
resilient in the face of challenges and change.  

Balanced  We understand the importance of balancing different aspects of our lives— intellectual, 
physical, and emotional— to achieve well-being for ourselves and others. We recognize our 
interdependence with other people and with the world in which we live.  

Reflective  We thoughtfully consider the world and our own ideas and experience. We work to 
understand our strengths and weaknesses in order to support our learning and personal 
development.  

 

General Information 
School Hours 
The school day begins at 8:00am. Students should arrive at the classroom or line up area 
at 7:50am. 
 
Nursery AM runs from 8am-11:00am and Nursery PM runs from 12pm-3pm.  Students 
finish at all other grades finish at 3:00pm. 
 
Parents must report to the office when picking up children before the regular dismissal 
time. As noted on the school calendar, when half-day early release days are scheduled, 
students are dismissed at 11:30 AM. School calendar Appendix 1. 

Attendance 
Parents should notify the office of absences or tardiness by telephone or e-mail before 
8:30 AM on the day in question. Parents may also send prior written notification. In the 
event a call is not received, the office will contact you at home. This safety measure 
reconfirms the whereabouts of your child.  
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Early Primary (Nursery to Grade 1) contact Anna Xu 
Phone: 755-2669-3669 ext. 6100  
Email: axu@sis.org.cn 

Upper Primary (Grade 2 to 5) contact Sonja Zheng 
Phone: 755-2669-3669 ext. 7100 
Email:  szheng@sis.org.cn 
 
Written excuses for tardiness must include the date, time, reason, and parent’s signature.  
Written excuses for absence must include the date, reason, and parent’s signature.  
If you want a friend or sibling to bring your child’s assignments home, please make 
arrangements through the school before 11:00 AM. 
 
Parents must notify the school if they will both be out of town. A guardian should be 
appointed in case of illness or emergency, and the school must be notified of the 
guardian’s name and contact information.  
 
Acceptable reasons for absence include illness, dental or medical appointments (although 
these should be made outside of school hours if at all possible), family emergencies, 
religious holidays, and, in some cases, educational opportunities, and other reasons 
agreed upon in advance and in writing by the teachers and parents. 
 
A primary student should be in attendance 90% of the total number of school days to be 
eligible for promotion into the next grade. Participation in school trips is considered to be in 
attendance. Days missed due to illness, extending vacations, late arrival and early 
departure are considered absences. For students who enroll after the start of the school 
year, attendance at the previous school will be counted. 
 
SIS teachers offer learning each day to students, and the activities of each day build for the 
next. SIS is constantly reminded how quickly our school year passes and how vital the 
learning time we have is. Absences for family convenience, vacation travel, home leave, or 
non-school holidays are strongly discouraged due to their effect on school progress. Any 
requests for leave that is non-medical related should have prior approval by the school 
administration. 
 
Parents are asked to take the responsibility 
of establishing travel schedules that ensure 
continuity and maximum educational 
growth. It is difficult and sometimes 
impossible to make up for missed lessons, 
as classroom instruction is instrumental. 
Therefore, detailed lesson plans will not be 
prepared for leaves, but alternate 
assignments might be suggested. If this 
appears rigid, we hope it is understood that 
our enthusiasm and concern for the 
progress of each student is the basis for 
this request. 
 
Students may not leave the campus 
unsupervised during the school day, without 
authorization from the Principal. Students 
who become ill at school must check out through the school office. Leaving school grounds 
without following the prescribed procedures will result in serious disciplinary intervention. 
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Books and Supplies 
SIS supplies students with all school materials needed for classroom activities. All program 
materials are on a review cycle to ensure they best meet the goals of our program.   
 
In Early Primary teachers will provide a list of personal items that each child should bring to 
school each day including a backpack, snack, and water bottle. Nursery and Prek1/2 
students should also keep a complete set of clean clothing at school, as well as a supply of 
sunscreen and insect repellant. Nursery students should also maintain a supply of nappies 
(diapers), wipes, and cream. 
 
Textbooks are provided to students on a loan basis. Students are expected to take care of 
these books and return them at the end of the year. Textbooks are supplied at the 
beginning of the school year in good condition. If a textbook is damaged, defaced, or lost, 
students must pay the replacement charge or replace the book.  For other losses, the 
actual price may vary.  
 
While the school supplies all basic materials, it is wise to have a personal supply of 
reference materials, paper supplies, book bags, reading materials and art supplies for 
home use. 
 

Lunch  

Prek1 –Prek2  
Lunch time is learning time in PreK classrooms. Teachers and TAs use this time to 
promote healthy nutritional habits, good table manners, independence, and social skills. 
Children may bring lunch from home or purchase lunch through the cafeteria. If lunch is 
brought from home, it should be packed in containers that the child can open and use 
independently.   
Students eat together in the classroom and are supported and encouraged to 
independently feed themselves.  

Kindergarten – Grade 5 
Each grade level has an allocated lunch period. Please check your child’s schedule on the 
blog for the exact time. All students eat in the cafeteria and can eat school lunch or a lunch 
from home. For more information about school lunch please go to the school services 
section. Parents are not permitted to go into the cafeteria during lunch time. If a lunch is 
being provided from home, it should be delivered to the office or left outside the cafeteria 
with a clear label indicating who the lunch belongs to. 
 

Uniform 
Students will be expected to wear a clean SIS uniform on a daily basis, mixing and 
matching the top and bottom pieces as they wish. Individual pieces of the uniform can be 
replaced as necessary. On PE days, students will wear their PE kit. Over the course of the 
year, as the weather becomes cooler students may wish to wear the school track suit. 
 
During field trips, students must wear their red PE shirt. This is to ensure that all SIS 
students are easily identifiable. 
 
There is no uniform issue footwear. As is the current expectation, children should wear 
appropriate and comfortable footwear. Crocs, flip flops or sport sandals are not permitted. 
On days that students have PE, appropriate sports shoes and socks should be worn. 
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Tops 
Polos in red, white or black 
Short-sleeved polos for hot weather and long-sleeved for 
colder months 
Red V-neck sweater 
Black V-neck sweater 
Polo dress in red or black 
 
Bottoms 
Skort in black or grey  
Leggings to be introduced later in the year 
Shorts in black or grey 
Long trousers in black 
 
PE Kit 
Black skort 
Black shorts 
Black or red PE shirt (All students will receive 1 red PE shirt 
at no charge) 
Black and red zipper hoodie 
Black track pants 
 
For additional information including pricing, please visit: 
https://www.sis-shekou.org/parent/uniforms 
 

Dismissal 
Primary students from Nursery to Grade 5 are collected by an adult from the school campus. In 
this way we know that our students are securely being handed over to someone they know, who 
can safely conduct them across the construction area. 
Students from Nursery to Grade 1 are expected to be collected by an adult and are not allowed 
to leave the campus independently.  
If you are unable to come and collect your child or to send an adult to pick up your child at the  
end of each school day, then please complete a permission form allowing for your child to leave 
the Jing Shan campus independently. This permission slip is only for your child for whom you 
give your permission to leave the campus on their own at dismissal time. We will not be allowing 
your child to leave the campus if we do not have your written permission. 
Students who take the  will continue to be walked, by our staff, to the bus and handed off to the 
bus monitor. See Appendix 2 for the dismissal form. 
 

Gifts 
School policy does not permit SIS staff member to receive a gift whose value exceeds 
RMB 500 from any student, parent, vendor, or other organization without approval from the 
Head of School. This policy is not intended to require teachers or administrators to report 
receipt of token gifts from students unless the cumulative value of such gifts from any 
individual student, or family or vendor over a one-year period exceeds RMB 500.00, or to 
prevent mutual gift exchanges between parents or faculty in the context of social 
relationships. 
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Birthday Parties 
Birthdays are special. 
Students may celebrate 
their birthdays during 
school by bringing a 
simple treat (cake, 
cupcake, etc.) for their 
class. Arrangements for 
these birthday 
celebrations need to be 
made in advance with 
the classroom teacher. 
Presents, toys, 
decorations and “treat 
bags” may not be 
brought to the 
classroom. 
 
In the event of parties held outside of school, please do not distribute invitations at school 
unless the entire class or all boys/girls in the classroom are invited; it can cause hurt 
feelings for those left out. 
 

Lost and Found 
Please clearly write your child’s name on all belongings and do not send expensive articles 
to school. A “Lost and Found Box” is kept in the offices for misplaced personal items. If a 
student loses an article, check the “Lost and Found Box.” Anything not claimed by the end 
of each semester will be donated to a local charity. 
 

Mobile Phones/Smart Watches 
Students should not be bringing mobile phones to school.  Students have access to an 
office phone and are able to use this with permission from their teachers. 
Students should not be using Smart watches during school hours. 
 

Tutors 
Outside Tutors: When additional academic assistance is recommended, the school will 
assist in connecting parents with suitable tutors available in the community whenever 
possible. These tutors are not affiliated with the school nor endorsed by the school. SIS 
teachers are not permitted to serve as a paid tutor for any student in the school. Permitting, 
arranging, and paying for tutorial assistance are the parent’s responsibility. 
 
Teaching Assistants as Tutors: SIS recognizes the importance and desire, within our 
community, for our teaching assistants to provide tutoring for current SIS students. All 
tutoring services are a private arrangement between teaching assistants and families, and 
SIS is able to support only in facilitating appropriate locations on campus. Teaching 
assistants are able to provide tutoring services to SIS students who are not in the same 
grade level that they support.  Tutoring must occur outside of the teaching assistants’ 
contracted hours. All communication and financial transactions are the responsibility of and 
agreed upon between the teaching assistant and parents.  
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Use of School Name and logo 
The use of the school name and logo are reserved for official, school sponsored 
communications. Students and others are not authorized to use the school name, logo, or 
other official publications and information without written authorization from the school 
administration. 
 

Withdrawals 
When a student plans to withdraw, parents must inform the school in writing of the child’s 
last day of attendance at least two weeks prior to the departure date. This will ensure that 
school documents and report cards can be provided to the family upon their departure. 
Student records may be mailed if a forwarding address is provided. Tuition refund 
information is available through the business office. 
 

Student Recommendation request for withdrawals 
Student recommendation requests usually come from the school you are applying to and 
are considered confidential. If you are applying to another school, please provide the new 
school with the email address of our relevant school counsellor and homeroom teacher 
who will then complete the request. Please allow two weeks for this recommendation to be 
completed. It is not common for us to provide open letters of reference. If an open letter of 
reference is needed then this request will need to be communicated to the school Principal. 
 

Social Media and Student Privacy Protection 

SIS teachers are encouraged to share student work to a worldwide community as an 
authentic audience. In the interest of child safety and privacy efforts, however, teachers are 
limited to using children’s first names (or in some cases initials) when posting pictures or 
referencing students in their posts.  Grade level blogs in the primary are blocked from 
search engine indexing.  Teachers also have the option to password protect or require a 
login to view their blog posts. Teachers or students must never provide student’s physical 
locations in any postings. All photos and videos must be taken with geotagging (location 
services) removed. 
Digital student portfolios are only shared with family members. 
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School Services 
Mountainside Library 
Along with classroom opportunities, library usage is strongly encouraged at all times. The library has a 
large collection including fiction, information books, periodicals, and online reference resources / 
databases. Parents and students who attend SIS may check books out of the library. 
 
Library Hours and Child Safety: 
The library is a school and community resource and are open to students, staff and parents before, 
during and after regular school hours. Most days, we are open until 4:00 pm and Fridays until 3:30 pm. 
Our libraries are intended to be a place to read, research, work on classroom assignments, attend after 
school activity sessions and study.  
 
The library staff strive to create a safe and welcoming space for you and your child. When visiting after 
school, you will be expected to enter the space together. We cannot be responsible for unsupervised 
children. If a child is found unattended, we will attempt to locate his or her guardian or caregiver. If 
caregivers cannot be located, we will send unattended children to the Mountainside Office to sit with the 
secretary who will contact you to come and pick up your child.  
 
You are also expected to help us keep our students safe on the internet by watching your child’s device 
use and supervising them at all times. Impulse games are not part of our library culture as our library is 
an extension of the normal classroom learning environment. Children will be asked to only choose 
developmentally appropriate games, apps and content that involve creativity, problem solving and 
thinking skills.  
 
Loan Period: 
The library offers a great selection of books, periodicals, and reference materials. The library site and 
parent portal can be accessed for online library resources. Parents and students who attend SIS may 
check books out of the library. Books are due back two weeks after check out and can be renewed if 
they are needed longer.  
 
Overdue/Lost and Damaged Materials: 
The responsibility for a book rests with the last recorded name on the book’s checkout list. All patrons 
are expected to return library materials in a timely manner. Librarians will advise students of any 
outstanding items. Parent(s) or guardians may also be contacted regarding 
books and materials that are damaged or past due. Students may be asked to pay for lost or damaged 
books at the discretion of the librarian. 
 

Transportation 
A transportation service is available to all students from PreK-1 to Grade 12 who live 
outside the Mountainside, Parkside and Bayside area. For costs involved with these 
services please contact the main office at Jingshan. Due to limited seating and for 
insurance purposes, only students may ride the bus with the exception of chaperones on 
class field trips. Students subscribed to either service must adhere to the established rules 
for riders. These are: 
 

• Be on time for the bus. 
• Fasten seatbelt throughout the ride. 
• Talk in a low tone of voice, so it does not disturb the driver. 
• No eating or drinking on the bus. 
• Keep the windows closed. 
• Sit in assigned seats (if they are assigned). 
• Follow any directions given by the bus driver or monitor. 
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For students who violate the rules above, ridership privileges may be suspended 
temporarily. There is no refund of fees under such circumstances. Please see Appendix 3 
for specific expectations.  
Bus related communication through come through the school office, Laurie Chen. 
lchen@sis.org.cn 

School Cafeteria 
NomNom, an outside lunch service provider, operates the school cafeteria. Students can 
purchase a hot lunch buffet, a Korean lunch box, a vegetarian lunch box or a premium 
lunch box. For additional information please see Appendix 4 
 

Student Behaviour 
Shekou International School affirms its position that an orderly and safe place for learning 
will be provided for all enrolled students and has developed policies to address student 
discipline. The purpose of all such policies is the progression of an educational program 
that fosters a fair, secure, and stable environment for learning. 

Student Responsibilities 
As an SIS learner, you are expected 
to demonstrate responsible 
behaviour, which will: 
 

• Develop and exhibit growth in 
the areas of personal 
responsibility for your learning, 
social relationships, character 
development, work habits, 
health, and safety; 

• Channel your energies toward 
positive life-enhancing 
activities and relationships; 

• Contribute to the positive 
learning environment of our 
international community; 

• Master basic academic skills; 
• Develop critical thinking skills, aesthetic and moral values, interpretive abilities and 

creativity to the best of your ability; 
• Recognize that freedom and responsibility go hand-in-hand. 

 
As an SIS student, you have the right to: 

• A safe, clean, and orderly environment; 
• Respect as an individual; 
• Caring and qualified teachers; 
• Be a participant in making decisions that affect you; 
• Be trusted; 
• Know what is expected of you as a student. 

 
Along with rights come responsibilities. As an SIS student, you are expected to accept 
certain responsibilities. Teachers and students at SIS are responsible for modeling the IB 
Learner Profile in their interactions with one another. We use the Learner Profile as a way 
to guide and reflect on our behaviour and the way we approach learning. In addition, you 
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will find specific examples of student behaviour expectations in the addendum of this 
booklet.   
 

Device expectations 
School devices are provided to support student learning that extends beyond the 
classroom. All students are expected to use these devices in a respectful and appropriate 
manner. Positive choices and academic honesty expectations are expected at all times. 
For additional information please refer to Appendix 5. 

Discipline Procedures  
At the Primary School level, we aim to provide a safe and comfortable environment 
conducive to learning for all of our students. Based on a whole-child approach and the 
principles of child development, we provide our students with opportunities to learn 
appropriate responses to the dilemmas and conflicts that arise in life. Resources in place to 
facilitate student growth in the personal and social domain include a school-wide focus on 
respect and kindness supported by the Learner Profile, a guidance curriculum focused on 
being proactive and preventative toward behaviours typical of primary school students, and 
a knowledgeable and compassionate staff of classroom teachers, teaching assistants, 
school counselors, and principals.  
 
In the event of conduct disruptive to the learning of the student or to their fellow students, 
the classroom teacher will guide the student toward more appropriate behaviours and will 
involve the parents in this process as needed. Continued disruption to the learning 
environment will result in the teacher consulting with the counselor and/or administrator 
depending upon the type of behaviours. Students may be required to attend counseling 
sessions or may be directed by the administrator in an activity promoting restitution. 
Further infractions may involve a student support team meeting to further support the 
student, to consider next steps, and ensure a safe and supportive learning environment for 
all students. 
 
We will consider the age and grade level of the student, as well as the gravity of the 
offense. Disciplinary interventions may begin with restorative chats, warnings, loss of 
privileges and proceed to in-school or out of school suspensions, counseling when needed, 
and potentially, expulsion. It should be stressed that it is expected that the majority of 
discipline problems can and will be handled within the classroom. This policy is focused on 
dealing with discipline problems that are not able to be handled within the usual 
approaches. 
The school is committed to the building of a strong home/school relationship in the belief 
that parents are integral partners in the process of their child’s personal and social growth. 
For behaviour definitions please refer to Appendix 6. 

 

Bullying Prevention 
At SIS, we define bullying as negative, repeated and persistent actions, which tend to 
intimidate, oppress, injure, distress or discomfort another individual. As a part of creating a 
positive learning environment, bullying is not tolerated, and will be dealt with according to 
the discipline procedures for primary school students.  Bullying prevention and response to 
bullying is part of our guidance program at every grade level, and we work with students in 
age-appropriate ways to help them act and respond in positive and appropriate ways. 
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Curriculum 
Primary Years Programme (PYP) 
 
The Primary Years Programme (PYP) is an international curriculum framework for children in 
the 3-12 year age range encompassing both the academic and non-academic areas of school 
life. Our commitment towards a future-focused and globalized learning has led SIS to becoming 
one of the close to 5,000 IB World Schools around the globe (and growing!), advocating for 
education that: 
 
 

• centres on learners 
• develops effective approaches to teaching and learning 
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• works within global contexts, helping students understand different languages and 
cultures 

• explores significant content, developing disciplinary and interdisciplinary understanding 
that meets rigorous international standards. 

 
Our partnership with the IB allows SIS the following benefits: 
 

• Provision of high-quality programmes of education, which support development of 
knowledgeable and inquiring students 

• Professional development that supports effective educators and collaborative professional 
learning communities 

• A worldwide network of highly respected IB World Schools, working together to share best 
practice. 

 

For more information about the IB, visit www.ibo.org. 
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Approaches to Teaching (ATTs) 
An IB education aims to transform students and schools as they learn, through dynamic cycles of 
inquiry, action and reflection.  How do we teach so that our students become “inquiring, 
knowledgeable and caring young people who help to create a better and more peaceful world?”  
Our approaches:  
 

• Transdisciplinary learning: We develop 
our curriculum grounded in central ideas 
and concepts, linking the relationship 
between disciplinary and 
transdisciplinary learning in order to 
support, enrich and connect learning. 
There are four to six transdisciplinary 
themes that will be explored by students 
in each year, looking at both local and 
global contexts. These themes are: 
  
1. Who We Are: An inquiry into the 
nature of the self; beliefs and values; personal, physical, mental, social and spiritual health; 
human relationships including families, friends, communities, and cultures; rights and 
responsibilities; what it means to be human. 
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2. Where We Are in Place and Time: An inquiry into orientation in place and time; 
personal histories; homes and journeys; the discoveries, explorations and migrations of 
humankind; the relationships between and the interconnectedness of individuals and 
civilizations, from local and global perspectives. 
 
3. How We Express Ourselves: An inquiry into the ways in which we discover and express 
ideas, feelings, nature, culture, beliefs and values; the ways in which we reflect on, extend 
and enjoy our creativity; our appreciation of the aesthetic 
 
4. How the World Works: An inquiry into the natural world and its laws; the interaction 
between the natural world (physical and biological) and human societies; how humans use 
their understanding of scientific principles; the impact of scientific and technological 
advances on society and on the environment. 
 
5. How We Organize Ourselves: An inquiry into the interconnectedness of human-made 
systems and communities; the structure and function of organizations; societal decision-
making; economic activities and their impact on humankind and the environment. 
 
6. Sharing the Planet: An inquiry into rights and responsibilities in the struggle to share 
finite resources with other people and with other living things; communities and the 
relationships within and between them; access to equal opportunities; peace and conflict 
resolution 

 

• Concept-based, inquiry-learning: We promote high levels of thinking by allowing students 
to explore and understand the world, nurturing their curiosity as they move from current to 
new and deeper conceptual understanding. Play, problem-based learning, collaboration, 
experimentation, and explicit teaching all have a place within well-considered inquiry-
based learning experiences. 

 
• Informed by assessment: We aim to grow assessment-capable students who are able to 

reflect on their learning, identify or co-construct learning goals and success criteria, 
develop metacognitive skills (thinking about thinking), give and receive feedback and 
consider next steps to consolidate their learning. 

 
• Inclusion: We promote inclusive practices through multiple grouping and regrouping 

opportunities to increase access and engagement in learning for all students. With the help 
of our support teachers, we aim to continuously identify and remove barriers against 
learning. 

 
Approaches to Learning (ATLs) 
Students at SIS are continuously challenged to develop transdisciplinary and transferable skill 
sets that they can continue to build on and apply in various contexts. These interrelated skills aim 
to empower IB students of all ages to become self-regulated learners who know how to ask good 
questions, set effective goals, pursue their aspirations and have the determination to achieve 
them.  
We teach: 
 

• Research skills, including skills such as comparing, contrasting, validating and prioritizing 
information 
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• Communication skills, including skills such as written and oral communication, effective 
listening, and 

 
• Social skills, including areas such as forming and maintaining positive relationships, 

listening skills, and conflict resolution 
 

• Thinking skills, including areas such as critical thinking, creative thinking and ethical 
thinking 

 
• Self-management skills, including both organisational skills, such as managing time and 

tasks, and affective skills, such as managing state of mind and motivation. 

 

Curriculum Standards at SIS 
To support the PYP curricular framework, SIS uses the following standards to further clarify 
the critical and age-appropriate knowledge, skills and concepts that students will learn in 
each subject area. 
 

• Language - Common Core State Standards (CCSS)  
• World Languages - American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages 

Standards (ACTFL), WIDA 
• Mathematics - Common Core State Standards (CCSS) 
• Science - Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) 
• Social Studies - Career, College and Civic Life Standards (C3) 
• PE – SHAPE standards   
• Visual and Performing Arts – National Core Arts 
• Early years - Te Whariki, Early years Literacy Development Continuums 

(international) 

Language Learning at SIS  
At SIS we believe that language plays a central role in all learning across the curriculum and 
that it develops through meaningful and purposeful use. We realize that it is neither learned 
sequentially nor does it follow a strict pattern. It is learned by using and exploring language in its 
many forms, and is best acquired in context in a positive and supportive, yet challenging and 
motivating environment. We feel strongly that it enhances students' flexibility of mind, supports 
conceptual development, and develops analytical and creative thinking skills. Language fosters 
an awareness and understanding of the perspective of people from other cultures, their own 
culture, and helps to develop internationally minded learners.  
Language learning should be relevant, engaging, challenging and significant. It is a social act 
dependent on its environment and context. One of our goals at SIS is for every student to be 
grounded in two or more languages. We realize that students vary in their ability to learn a 
language and those they acquire language at different rates. We know our students will need to 
be supported throughout the learning process regardless of their language proficiency level. We 
believe that differentiation is one of the fundamental processes in the teaching and learning of 
language, and will help students, with a deeper understanding, and increased proficiency. 
Finally, we believe that language acquisition occurs along a continuum and that each individual 
must be allowed to progress at their own rate. 
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Additional Languages 

At Shekou International School we believe that learning an additional language is a valuable 
skill that enriches personal development and helps facilitate international-mindedness. All 
students will have the opportunity to learn a language in addition to English, including the host 
country language of Mandarin. We believe that learning an additional language is best achieved 
through additive bilingualism, where the development of an additional language supports the 
development of the first language. We also realize that not all of our students will achieve 
academic proficiency in all languages, but we will continually strive for them to.  

All students from Kindergarten are acquiring and 
learning Mandarin or German either as a mother tongue 
or an additional language. The Mandarin classes are 
differentiated into three streams, Chinese as an 
Additional Language (CAL), Language B and Language 
A Based on students’ language levels, students receive 
targeted instruction at their current levels of functioning. 
Since all teachers in the Primary School are considered 
language teachers, we work to promote consistency of 
language instruction by developing all teachers’ ability to 
provide an enriching language environment that 
continually scaffolds and supports all language learners. 

Support for Language Learning  

At SIS, we greatly value our student population who represent a variety of nations, languages 
and cultural backgrounds. Non-native English language students who attend SIS may receive 
targeted English as an Additional Language (EAL) support in order for them to achieve 
academic success.  

We believe that, in order to learn English and access the curriculum, our EAL students need to 
be in the mainstream classroom as much as possible. We use an approach known as the 
sheltered immersion model where students attend the same classes as native or near-native 
speakers of English.  

The primary goal of the EAL program at SIS is to ensure equal access to the curriculum and 
expedite language acquisition for all English language learners (ELL). In order to achieve this 
goal, SIS supports a Sheltered-Immersion Model (SIM). We provide our students with language 
instruction and content support through both direct and indirect means such as co-planning, co-
teaching and co-assessing with core teachers, developing materials and assessments, and 
curriculum construction.  

Currently we have five qualified EAL teachers and two teaching assistants offering support to 
students from Grade 1 to Grade 5. Towards the end of the academic year, students in 
Kindergarten benefit from additional support too.  

Mother Tongue  

At SIS we believe that a learner’s mother tongue is the linguistic foundation that all other 
language acquisition will build upon. It is crucial for cognitive development, in maintaining 
cultural identity, is a strong predictor of their long-term academic achievement including the 
acquisition of additional languages, and each individual’s mother tongue adds to the cultural 
and linguistic diversity of our school. Its development is supported and encouraged throughout 
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the school. We believe in “Additive Bilingualism” at SIS. We are not working to replace the 
students’ mother tongue with English. Instead, we are striving to use it as the foundation for 
future language learning throughout our curriculum. 

In our school, the primary language of instruction is English, but students are encouraged to 
integrate their mother tongue into their learning when it is the best means for effectively 
conveying their thinking and/or understanding. This scaffolds the students’ learning to deepen 
their conceptual understandings as well as to increase their language proficiencies.  

We know that the ability to acquire proficiency in an additional language is heavily dependent on 
the level of proficiency in a child’s mother tongue. For this reason, we believe that all students’ 
mother tongue language ability should be promoted and continually improved so that it may 
positively impact learning an additional language.  

To continue to support the variety of mother tongues in our school we will:  

• maintain literature and media from multiple languages in our library collections enabling 
students and staff to read and value other cultures and languages. 

• develop and maintain Language Profiles for each student to monitor and assess their 
language learning.  

• support parents or other community members in offering additional language classes 
after school to support students’ mother tongues, by providing classroom space and 
materials. 

Homework 
SIS Home assignments are your child’s responsibility—not yours. Be available to help and 
answer questions when they need you, but please don’t do their work for them. If you feel 
your child is not handling his or her responsibilities well, please contact your child’s 
teacher. Parents are a critical factor in a child’s academic achievement. Following are 
some simple suggestions as to how you can be the most effective support when its 
homework time. 
 
Area: Provide a quiet, well-lit area for your child to do his/her assignment. This area should 
feel comfortable and always be available at homework time. 
 
Routine: Establish a daily time for homework. If there are no homework assignments, all 
students should use the time for reading. This routine helps establish a commitment to the 
entire academic process. 
 
Tools: Provide tools for doing home assignments: pencils, pens, paper, a dictionary. A 
desk or tabletop makes the best place to do homework—not the knees, lap, or floor. 
 

Early Primary (K-1) Homework Philosophy  
The Purpose of Homework is to:  

• practice, reinforce, and apply skills and concepts taught in class  
• serve as valuable information or communication between the school and the family  
• foster positive attitudes, self-discipline, and responsibility towards learning   

 
The Nature of Homework is to:  

• be achievable by all students  
• be developmentally appropriate  
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• reinforce concepts taught in class and not be new material  
• be meaningful, personal and challenging   
 

Teacher’s responsibility is to:  
• provide feedback  
• inform students and parents of homework procedures for each grade level  
• promote homework as a valuable tool for student self-responsibility and organization  
• kindergarten students are expected to read with their parents 
• assign homework equal to approximately 10 minutes per grade level (Grade 1x10 

min=10 min) 
• organize age appropriate reading expectations at home 

 
Student’s Responsibility for Homework is to:  

• complete homework to the best of his/her ability, aiming for accurate, tidy, well 
organized, and legible work   

• share a book with a family member every night   
 
The Parents’/Guardians’ Responsibility for Homework is to:  

• provide a suitable study atmosphere that is quiet and well-lit   
• provide assistance, encouragement, and praise   
• assist children to make connections between classroom lessons and their home life   

 

Upper Primary (2-5) Homework Philosophy  
The Purpose of Homework is to:  

• consolidate, reinforce, and apply skills and concepts taught in class 
• serve as a valuable information link between the school and the family  
• foster independent study and organizational skills  
• foster positive attitudes, and develop initiative, self-discipline, and responsibility 

towards learning  
 
The Nature of Homework is to:  

• be significant and focused on products or performance   
• be developmentally appropriate and structured to meet the unique needs of each 

individual student,  
• be achievable by all students  
• reinforce concepts taught in class and not be new material to the student  
• provide another form of informal assessment to enable the teacher to tailor 

instruction to individual or class needs  
• be authentic, differentiated and meaningful  
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The Teacher’s Responsibility for Homework is to:  
• communicate the expectations and purpose of the homework, and adapt it to the 

individual needs and abilities of the student  
• communicate to the parents the expectations and rationale of homework as well as 

their role in supporting their child  
• establish a routine for organizing homework and reinforce positive study habits  
• coordinate with specialists concerning the amount of homework on a weekly basis, 

so that specific grades will not be over the maximum range of time  
• provide consistent feedback methods relating to homework, including specific 

checklists, rubrics or conferencing  
• assign homework equal to approximately 10 minutes per night per grade (grade 2x 

10 min= 20 minutes grade 3 x 10 minutes = 30 minutes, grade 4 x 10 = 40 minutes, 
grade 5 x 10 = 50 minutes) allowing for the flexibility of time needed due to effort 
and ability  
 

The Student’s Responsibility for Homework is to:  
• communicate with teachers about homework concerns  
• record homework on a daily basis in a well-organized assignment book  
• complete homework to the best of his or her ability in a timely fashion, aware of the 

consequences for late work  
• share a book with a family member every night   
• read for at least 20 to 30 minutes every night 
 

Assessment and Reporting  

At Shekou International School, our purpose for assessment is to communicate feedback about 
student learning in order to inspire innovative teaching and learning. We believe authentic, 
personalized, and continuous assessment encourages students to apply their learning and fulfil 
their potential in a transforming world.  

During the school year, home-school connection will be strengthened by providing you and your 
child feedback about his/her growth and development in school.  

Reporting and Conferencing  

Reporting and conferencing practices at SIS support the following philosophy statements:  

• Communication with parents regarding 
student progress occurs regularly.  

• Written student reports summarize the most 
recent performance and reference evidence 
gathered to support the proficiency levels.  

Reporting on student progress focuses on what they 
know, understand, can do and feel about their 
learning. The formal ways by which this is reported 
to the families are:  

A. Written reports–These reports reflect the summative records of the student's progress. 
There will be two semestral reports that will be issued during the school year which will 
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be issued through SchoolBase. Once available, parents can download a digital copy of 
the reports at any time.  

 
B. Conferences – Throughout the year and depending on the age group, various 

conferences will take place. Please take note of the dates which will be shared in school 
news and emails. Although these special days are important, they should in no way limit 
conferences between teachers and parents whenever there is a need to communicate. 

• Meet the teacher afternoon; 
• Back to school presentations at the start of the year to learn more about 

expectations within the grade and class; 
• In-take conferences for N-PK2; 
• Teacher/parent conferences at the start of the year for you to learn how your 

child is settling into the new year and some observations from the teacher; 
• Three-way conferences that allow you and your child to reflect and set some 

goals; 
• Student-led conferences which allow your child to showcase academic 

involvement and successes; 
• Telephone/email conferences as a quick check on a child status or to clarify 

communication; 
• Problem-solving conferences to address specific problems or serious 

concerns. This conference should be scheduled so that the teacher, parents 
and student have sufficient time to address the issue completely. 

C. Portfolio – Students use Seesaw as their platform for highlighting their learning. Parents 
are able to view and comment on their child’s portfolio posts. We ask that parents 
provide positive and encouraging feedback to support their child’s documentation of 
learning.  

School Without Walls (field trips) 
Class excursions are integral to the school’s educational program, and all students are 
expected to participate.  Either paper permission slips or email acceptance is expected for 
all off campus trips in order for students to attend. So that parents are fully informed, 
specific information about each field trip is sent home in advance.  
 
Even when a student may have visited the destination previously, she/he is expected to go 
on the trip due to follow-up classroom discussions and projects. In addition, it is important 
for students and teachers to share together in Classrooms Without Walls. Other than a 
medical reason or family emergency, an absence on an excursion day will be considered 
unexcused. 
 
When students go on trips to enhance the curriculum and/or experience something outside 
the usual school environment, parents are often asked to chaperone these trips. If you sign 
up as a chaperone, please be aware of your responsibilities: 
 

• You are expected to be with your assigned group at all times. 
• Please do not to bring younger siblings or other guests (relatives/visitors) without 

first clearing it with the teacher in charge. 
• Be sure you know what the teacher wants to highlight for your group. 
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After School Activities  
In the pursuit of creating balanced lifestyles, the primary school provides opportunities for 
students to participate in a range of after school activities. The school believes that sports, 
cultural and performing arts, and community service & leadership opportunities, are an 
integral part of the development of our students.  
 
Our program aims to provide students from Kindergarten to Grade 5 with opportunities to 
develop existing skills, cultivate new areas of interest, and to grow physically, socially and 
cognitively. We seek to offer a broad range of athletics and activities over the course of the 
school year, in an effort to cater to the varied interests of our diverse student population.  
 
Primary ASAs run every Monday, Tuesday, Thursday & Friday from 3:10pm to 4:15pm. 
 

Primary Sports Teams 
SIS Primary School students compete in the Shenzhen International Schools Athletic 
Conference (SISAC) in a variety of sports. The sports SIS currently competes in are: Basketball, 
Soccer, Badminton, Swimming, and Track & Field. Teams are coached by SIS staff and all 
students in Grades 3 to 5 are welcome to sign-up. However, due to the nature of competitive 
sports and our facilities, coaches may make selections to reduce student numbers. Basketball 
and Soccer Teams practice from 3:10-4:15pm two times per week and also compete in 2-3 
tournaments/matches per season. Badminton, Swimming and Track & Field practice from 3:10-
4:45pm two times per week and also compete in 2-3 tournaments per season. As Badminton, 
Swimming and Track & Field Primary Sports operate outside of ASA times, SIS does not offer 
bussing for students participating. 

Communication 
Classroom Communication 
During the school day, faculty members are committed to students. You are welcome to 
call the office and leave a message or ask that the teacher return your call. The best times 
to telephone are: 

 
Before classes  7:30 - 7:50 
After School  3:05 - 3:30 
 

Communication Guidelines 
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The goal at SIS is to maintain open, forthright and direct communication. As in any human 
enterprise, questions, concerns and 
conflicts may arise from time to time. In 
order to best resolve issues which arise, the 
school requests that parents follow these 
steps: 
 

1. CONTACT THE CLASSROOM 
TEACHER - If you have a concern 
about your child’s progress, her/his 
schedule, overall achievement level, 
medical or at-home complications, 
friends, homework, social or 
adjustment problems that might 
affect performance. 

2. CONTACT THE PRINCIPAL, 
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL – If your 
concern deals with school policies 
and procedures, program offerings, 
instruction methods. 

3. For financial matters or transportation contact the office. 
4. If an issue cannot be resolved with the Principals, a letter may be submitted to the 

Advisory Board. 
 
When a staff member is aware of a concern, he/she will involve the appropriate people. If, 
however, a solution is not achieved at the point of inquiry, you are encouraged to request a 
meeting with the appropriate administrator. At the request of confidentiality, your concerns 
will not be shared with anyone else without your permission. 
 
To assist with helping you answer the question who should I contact? please see the 
communication pathways in Appendix 7. 

Parents are Partners 
It is our belief at Shekou International School that students benefit most from our program 
when parents are involved in the educational process in meaningful ways.  
 
SIS aims to establish a strong home/school relationship with every parent in the school 
community. We all want what is in the best interests of the individual child. To do this, we 
hope that you will: 
 
Support your children by...  

• Setting realistic goals for their performance in every area of school life 
• Monitoring their progress closely and contacting the school if problems arise 
• Encouraging interest and involvement in a wide variety of activities 
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Support the school by... 
• Reading all communications sent home in order 

to learn as much as possible about the school 
• Taking advantage of opportunities made available 

to parent groups, school events, and programs 
• Asking questions and offering suggestions for 

ways to improve the school 
 
It is our pledge to… 

• Keep you informed about your student’s 
progress, and about events and activities at the 
school 

• Continue to work to make the home-school 
partnership as strong as possible 

• Make use of your talents and ideas whenever 
possible 

 
As part of our efforts to build a partnership in the education of our students, expect 
frequent communications through written and oral progress reports. In addition, you will 
receive online updates and phone calls regarding successes or concerns in your child’s 
school life. It is also important that you keep us informed of your questions and concerns. 
 
We welcome your presence at SIS. Any time you would like to observe a class or activity, 
please phone the office and make arrangements. We’re proud of our program! The school 
schedules multiple opportunities for parents to come and experience the program as well 
as see their child in action over the course of the year. 
 

Parent Support Association 
(PSA) 
All parents of enrolled students are 
members of the Parent Support 
Association (PSA). PSA activities 
help make SIS a better place for 
students. Parents are encouraged to 
actively participate in this group and 
are invited to monthly meetings 
announced in the weekly newsletter. 
For more information contact the 
PSA Executive Board Members: 
psa@sis.org.cn.  
 

Student Council 
(STUCO) 
The purpose of the Student Council is to “improve the welfare of our school and our 
community by providing means for student expression in school affairs, giving opportunity 
for student experience in various skills of leadership, and making and interpreting policies 
concerning school events.” Each enrolled SIS student is a member of the organization. The 
executive committee is elected by all students from Upper Primary and then selected by 
the Principal through an interview process. Representatives will be expected to attend the 
weekly Student Council meetings. 
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Visitors 
All visitors are to sign in at the school office and wear appropriate identification during their 
time at the school.  

Health and Safety 
Allergy Statement 
The SIS food provider implements a “nut free” policy in the school’s food service products.  
However, nut products may possibly be brought to school by individual students in their 
lunches and snacks or in other items brought to school from home.  Students with 
allergies to nuts or other substances that might be present on campus should notify the 
school nurse and classroom teachers specifically of these concerns and we will work 
closely with you to preserve a healthy, safe environment for each student. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Child Protection 
In keeping with our core values and vision statements, the Shekou International School 
has adopted a Child Protection Policy to guide our staff and families in matters related to 
the health, safety and care of children in attendance at our school. The SIS Child 
Protection Policy is based on both international law and on the United Nations Convention 
on the Rights of the Child of which China is a signatory, and Chinese statutes. 
 

• To ensure that our children are safe and well cared for, all employees of Shekou 
International School who work directly with students go through a police clearance 
and if applicable and international background check before they are employed by 
SIS.   

• Faculty and staff receive annual training on how to appropriately interact and 
communicate with students as well as how to recognize and report issues of abuse 
and neglect.   

• Students at SIS are provided with age appropriate lessons to help them understand 
personal safety, their rights and whom to seek for help when they feel such rights 
have been violated.  

• SIS also provides parents materials and information sessions to help better 
understand our policy. 

 
At SIS, we strive to work together with parents to ensure our children are safe and are 
knowledgeable about their rights and responsibilities to themselves and to each other, so 
they can grow and learn free of fear in a safe, supportive and caring environment. 
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Emergency Procedures 
Shekou International School maintains an Emergency Procedures Plan that provides 
detailed instructions on actions to be taken in the event of any emergency that may result 
in risk to the safety of our students or staff members. These emergency plans are designed 
specifically for Shekou International School and include recommendations provided by 
leading safety agencies.  
 
Emergency plan details are flexible and can be modified depending on the circumstances 
surrounding the emergency. In each case, the school has a response team designated to 
assess the situation and make 
decisions about what steps are to be 
taken, how to communicate actions to 
students, staff and parents, and what 
outside agencies are to be contacted 
for assistance (i.e. local police, fire, or 
emergency officials). The actions 
taken during any type of emergency 
depend on the situation, and flexibility 
is a key component. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Some important features of the SIS 
plans include: 
 

• Prepared plans and procedures to address a wide variety of possible emergencies. 
• Checklists of actions for each type of emergency are kept in each classroom and 

office and are reviewed regularly. Staff also practice certain responses with students 
regularly. 

• Most SIS staff are trained in CPR and emergency first aid. 
• Emergency supply backpacks are kept in each classroom.  
• AED devices for heart attack are kept on each campus. 

 

Safety Drills 
In case of fire or other emergency, students and staff must be prepared to evacuate the 
School or lock into classrooms quietly and calmly and in the least possible time. To that 
end, periodic safety drills train everyone in procedures to be followed. SIS considers the 
safety of children in the school, getting them home if possible, and protecting students and 
staff in an emergency as one of its most serious responsibilities.  
 
SIS buildings meet standard codes of safety. Practice drills are scheduled periodically 
throughout the school year.  Parents are asked to review the following points with their 
children. 
 
Building Evacuation Drill Procedure 
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• All students and staff must leave the building through exits designated for each 
room and proceed to the designated area. Be aware of the possible need for 
alternative routes. Evacuation routes are posted throughout the building. 

• Pay serious attention during the regularly held fire and disaster drills. 
• Stay away from the buildings until permitted to reenter. 
• Above all, remain calm, don’t talk, listen for instructions and help others do the 

same. 
 

Possible Emergency Events 
In case of emergency events, the school will do the 
utmost first to ensure student safety, to communicate 
quickly and clearly with parents and the community, 
and to cooperate with local government and 
emergency agencies. In case of weather-related 
events, the school closely monitors the official 
information from local authorities and is obligated to 
follow their regulations regarding school closure 
issues.  The following circumstances may require 
special emergency communications from the school: 

• Extreme Weather (typhoon, heavy rain, or 
other weather conditions that could result in a 
school closure or early dismissal)

• Natural Disaster (flood, earthquake, etc.)
• Major Accident/Injury (school bus, parent 

drivers, sports events, school buildings)
• Fire
• Civil Disorder/Violence (demonstrations or 

disturbances within the city that may affect 
school bus routes, field trips, etc.)

• Bomb or Other Threats
• Disease (SARS, small pox, anthrax, etc.) 

 

Possible School Emergency Responses 
• School Closure/Early Dismissal (in case of some unexpected disruption requiring 

school to close early)
• Campus Lockdown (temporary restrictions on who enters or leaves the school 

campus until the potential risk to students and staff has been resolved)
• Shelter-in-Place (temporary shelter during a short-term emergency, including a 

possible overnight stay at school. 
• Evacuation (short-term evacuation of facilities for safety reasons)  

 

Emergency Communication 
In an emergency situation, the school will use the following methods of communicating with 
families:  

• E-mail (assuming the school has electric power) 
• SMS text message 
• WeChat SIS Emergency 
• Notices on the school's web site 
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• If the above methods are not available, the school will use a student/parent 
telephone tree  

 

Reunification of Students and Parents After an Emergency Event 
In an emergency, the school’s first priority will be to 
ensure the safety of students in a secure location. In 
order to do this, students cannot be allowed to leave 
the care and supervision of the school on their own 
or without appropriate communication and 
documentation by the school.  In an emergency 
situation, students will be reunited with their parents 
in an orderly supervised way. Depending on the 
circumstances, parents will be notified (see above for 
communication methods) of the locations and 
process for reunification.   
 
Parents should not expect to take students from the 
school’s care without following the established 
procedures, nor will students be released to anyone 
but their own parent or a representative documented 
in writing. The school must ensure that all children 
are accounted for and that they only leave with a 
parent or other authorized adult.  

 
Parent and public access to campuses and to students may be limited while the 
appropriate steps are taken to ensure safe and documented reunification with parents. 
Children will NOT be permitted to leave early with friends, neighbours, etc. without 
documented contact between the parent and the school. 
 

 

Emergency Frequently Asked Questions 

What is emergency preparedness? 
Shekou International School has an emergency and crisis response plan that identifies 
steps to be taken for different kinds of emergencies. These steps differ depending on the 
situation, but include keeping up to date contact information for students, parents and staff, 
evacuation and emergency procedures, designated “safe” places if students need to be 
gathered together in a group, “rally points” on campus where all students and staff would 
be accounted for. The situation will also dictate how emergency communication should be 
conducted. 
 

How do I get information about an emergency? 
Whenever possible, emergency messages will be sent to parents via e-mail, SMS text 
message, and posted on the school's web site at www.sis-shekou.org. In addition, the 
school may attempt to make contact with parents via the emergency telephone tree. During 
emergencies school officials will likely be occupied responding to the situation and not be 
able to answer phones immediately. During these situations, the school will need to keep 
phone lines open to communicate with outside agencies, the police, or for the school to 
initiate contact with parents once all children are safe and accounted for. If all parents try to 
call the school asking for information about their own child, it may jam up telephone lines 
and interfere with our efforts to make sure all students and staff are safe. 
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How do I find out if school is closed due to bad weather or another emergency? 
If possible, notice of school closure due to bad weather or another emergency will be sent 
by SMS text message and email, and be posted on the SIS web site by 6:45 a.m. of the 
day of closure.  If these methods are not available, the school will also use its 
teacher/student emergency telephone tree to assist in communicating with families.  
School closure for weather events is governed by local government weather signal 
protocols. 
 

What is a “Lockdown”? 
Some emergencies may prevent the safe evacuation of a building or the movement of 
students from one location to another. In such cases, the school may impose a “lockdown” 
meaning all students and staff remain in classrooms or other designated locations. School 
personnel will secure all building entrances and teachers will keep their students inside, 
and not permit anyone to leave or enter their classrooms until the administration deems it 
safe to remove the “lockdown” conditions. 
 

What is “shelter-in-place”? 
Shelter-in-place is a short-term solution to a short-term problem in the external 
environment. All students and other persons on campus will be brought inside buildings, 
doors and windows will be closed, and heating and ventilation systems will be turned off. 
This “sheltered” indoor space is intended to temporarily safeguard people and the indoor 
air from any outside environmental hazard. 
 

In the event of a “lockdown” or “shelter-in-place” situation, can I pick up my child at school? 
The school strongly recommends that parents not come to school and that children remain 
at school until normal dismissal time or a designated release time communicated by the 
school. The school will make every attempt to notify parents of situations and student 
release arrangements.  
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Provided it is safe to do so, parents may pick their children up from school during an 
emergency. However, if access to the campus or to school buildings is restricted for safety 
reasons, parents may have to wait outside the school 
campus or outside of school buildings until the school 
administration determines that it is safe for children and 
adults to be moving around on the campus. Depending on 
the circumstances, parents may be requested to wait 
outside the campus entrance and children will be 
delivered to them rather than parents going into buildings 
and searching for their children or those of friends or 
neighbors. In order not to unnecessarily alarm or frighten 
children, school personnel will maintain as safe and 
normal environment for children as is possible, and 
account for the welfare of all students. 
 

Who can pick up my child during an emergency? 
Children will not be released to individuals other than their 
parents unless such person presents written permission 
from the child's parent or the administration has personal 
contact authorizing the student's release. This includes 
drivers, maids, neighbors, friends, siblings, etc. It is 
essential that the school be able to keep accurate records 
of all children during an emergency. Thus, any child 
released from the school's supervision must be accounted 
for. 
 

What if my child rides a school bus or taxi? 
Students who normally use the school bus or a privately 
contracted bus or taxi will remain at school until such time 
as the administration determines that it is safe for 
buses/taxis to leave the school grounds. School bus drivers will stay in contact with the 
school's transportation office for instructions in the event of an emergency. If the hazardous 
or dangerous situation is off campus, the school bus drivers will be instructed to avoid 
going near any unsafe area or crisis location and contact parents to identify an alternative 
site where parents can meet the bus and pick up their children or return to school with the 
child. If phone contact is not possible, children will return to school on the bus and remain 
there until reunification with parents can be arranged appropriately. 
 

Can I contact my child while at school during an emergency? 
In an emergency situation, school personnel will likely be occupied carrying out the 
school’s emergency actions and will not necessarily be able to answer phones if parents 
call to get information about children. During an emergency it is important to keep 
telephone lines open for school personnel to contact outside support and then to initiate 
communication with parents once it has confirmed information about each child. Using the 
communication means outlined above, the school will inform the community as quickly as 
possible of the circumstances. With approximately 650 students in our care, the school will 
need to first confirm the welfare of students and then initiate communications with parents. 
Our campus locations are not capable of accommodating large numbers of cars and 
parents arriving at once.  If parents come to school to pick up students, they will need to 
follow the school’s reunification protocol and may not have immediate access to students. 
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What happens if my child is off campus, on a school bus, on a field trip or participating at 
sports or after school or weekend activities during an emergency? 
The impact of any emergency on children already on a school bus or on a field trip 
depends on the specifics of the situation. All school buses have cell phone contact with the 
school's transportation office. If appropriate, buses may be recalled to school or directed to 
a designated safe location where parents may pick up their children. The school will keep 
children in our care until we can be assured that proper communications and connections 
are available with parents or designee. 
 

Weather 
Air Quality Monitoring 
SIS monitors air quality daily and follows recommendations based on the United States 
Department of Environmental Protection Agency for schools and a review of best practices 
at international schools in China and Hong Kong. Our air quality readings are taken from 
nearest reliable monitoring station.  
 
Our procedure has three levels of intervention. If the Air Quality Index (AQI) is above 100, 
all campuses will monitor high risk students and offer an indoor PE/recess option to them if 
needed. If the AQI is above 150, the monitoring is expanded to all students, with options 
provided for indoor activity if needed. If the AQI exceeds 200, these same options continue 
and the administration will review the modification or possible cancelation of outdoor 
activities for the day.  
 

Severe Weather Protocol 
SIS will, as far as possible, aim to inform parents by 6:45 a.m. of school closures via e-
mail, SMS text message, and posted on the school's web site at www.sis-shekou.org. In 
addition, the school may attempt to make contact with parents via the emergency 
telephone tree, hence the importance of keeping the SIS office informed of current email 
addresses, phone numbers, and an alternate emergency number. 
 

SIS Typhoon and Heavy 
Persistent Rain Procedures 
Tropical cyclones (typhoons) 
normally occur during the months of 
May to November and are 
particularly prevalent during 
September. When tropical storms 
affect Shekou, the established alert 
levels and preventative measures 
from the Shenzhen Municipal 
Government will apply. This means 
that the Yellow warning for typhoons 
or the Red warning for Heavy Rains 
will require SIS to close.  See the 
Appendix 8 for the typhoon and 
heavy rain warning signals issued 
by Shenzhen. 
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School Closures 
SIS may be forced to close unexpectedly due to weather conditions, maintenance 
difficulties or other problems. All efforts will be made to reach parents before school 
closure time. Please see website for parent emergency information. 
 
SIS will, as far as possible, aim to inform parents by 6:45 a.m. of school closures via e-
mail, SMS text message, and posted on the school's web site at www.sis-shekou.org. In 
addition, the school may attempt to make contact with parents via the emergency 
telephone tree, hence the importance of keeping the SIS office informed of current email 
addresses, phone numbers, and an alternate emergency number. 
 
In case of typhoons or heavy persistent rains, please refer to the storm warning procedures 
in the Appendix 8 . 
 

Health Services 
The SIS school nurses whose offices are in Parkside and building 7 (World Languages) will 
assess and treat injuries or illnesses at Jingshan whenever possible. When the situation 
warrants, students are taken to a nearby hospital. Parents are notified immediately and are 
able to specify where they would like their child taken.   
 
Teachers are not permitted to dispense medication to students in any situation nor may 
students bring medication to school without prior approval of the Principal.  In the case of 
students needing to take any medication please see the school nurse, building secretary, 
to fill out the appropriate forms. Medication is not allowed to be left in children’s bags under 
any circumstances.  
 
The school must be notified by the parents of any contagious health problems such as flu, 
lice, conjunctivitis, skin 
conditions, or diseases such as 
chicken pox or hand-foot-mouth. 
Students will not be permitted in 
the school if such a condition 
exists without written clearance 
from a doctor. All students 
having had a fever must be 
clear of the illness/fever for 24 
hours before re-entering 
school. Additionally, parents will 
be asked to take a student home 
if they have a condition that 
places other students at risk of 
infection (heavy colds, coughs, 
etc.). 
 
SIS follows the 
recommendations of the 
government regarding closure of 
classrooms or the school. 
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Appendix 1 
2019-20 Academic Year Calendar 
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Appendix 2 
 
 

 

Dismissal Permission Requirements for Grade 2 to 5 2019-2020 
  
Primary students from Nursery to Grade 5 are collected by an adult from the school 
campus.  In this way we know that our students are safely being handed over to someone they 
know. 
 
Students from Nursery to Grade 1 are expected to be collected by an adult and are not allowed 
to leave the campus independently. 
 
If you have a child in G2-5 and are unable to collect your child or to send an adult to pick up 
your child at the end of each school day then please complete the below permission form 
allowing for your child to leave Jing Shan campus independently. The completed form should 
be returned to your child’s teacher or the front office at the Parkside campus.   
 
This permission slip is only for your child for whom you give your permission to leave the camp
us on their own at dismissal time. We will not be allowing your child to leave the campus if we 
do not have your written permission.  
 
Students who take the bus will continue to be walked by our staff to the bus and handed off to 
the bus monitor. 

                                                                                                                                                                           

PERMISSION FOR MY CHILD TO LEAVE SIS JING SHAN 
CAMPUS INDEPENDENTLY AT END OF EACH SCHOOL DAY 

 2019-2020 

 
I                                                     give  
 
permission and take responsibility for my child                        
 
Grade                     

 
Teacher                                  

to leave the Jin Shan campus independently at the end of the school day.  

Relationship to child:                               
 
Signature:    
 
Date:  _______________ 
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Appendix 3

 Bus Expectations ���� 

 
 

Expectations for All Students ኞԙਝڞ 
 
Be on time for the bus 
 Ӥٵ
 
Fasten seatbelt throughout the ride 
ԙᔮঅਞقଃ 
 
Talk in a low tone of voice, so it does not disturb 
the driver or other passengers 
᧗ۯय़्ᦖᦾ҅զعݪߥḩḡಟٌ՜ԙਮ 
 
No eating or drinking on the bus 
᧗ᷣᷴۯ 
 
Use appropriate language on the bus 
กአ 
 

 
Keep windows closed 
ӧᑻ 
 
Sit in assigned seats 
 ਧଷ֖Ӥࣁࣖ
 
Follow any directions given by the bus driver or 
monitor 
 ᴨጱਞഭӨᐏ໊ݪ໊ލ
 
Contact monitor in case of any trouble on the bus 
ձ֜ࢯᵙ᧗݊ᘶᔮ໊ᴨ 
 
 

 

Expectations for MS/HS Students Who Live in Jing Shan: 
ਹ֘Ấઊጱڡ/ṛӾኞԙਝڞғ 
 
Only students who have paid and registered to ride 
the bus may do so.  If other students are riding the 
bus, please contact administration. 
ᕪᬦጭᦕ՞ᩇጱኞᚆԙ໊ࣖ૬̶ইຎٌ՜ํݝ

ኞᥝࣖ҅᧗᭗Ꭳᓕቘ᮱ᳪ̶ 
 
Students can ride any bus, provided they show 
their bus pass. 
 ஃӾጱձӞ໊૬̶ڹզԙࣖݢጱኞܜᐏԙڊ
 
The first bus leaves at 7:35am, and the last bus 
leaves at 7:45am. 
ᒫӞቔԭ7:35amݎ๋҅ݸӞቔԭ7:45amݎ̶ 
 

 
It is the student’s responsibility to make sure they 
get on the bus before it leaves. 
ኞํᨱձᏟכᛔ૩໊ࣁ૬ڹݎڊ૪Ӥ̶ 
 
If a student does not have their bus pass, they will 
be assigned a bus and must ride that bus so the 
bus ayi can identify them as a registered bus rider 
ইຎኞ๚ଃԙڞ҅ܜᶳ໊ࣖࣁᴨਧጱ

ቔଷ֖Ӥ҅ኧ໊ᴨᰄڦฎވԅ૪ጭᦕ໊૬

ጱኞ̶ 
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Expectations for Bus Monitors 
໊ᴨૡ֢ਝڞ 
 
Be at the front while students are getting on the bus. 
ኞӤࣁڹᒵ̶ײ 
 
Once students are on the bus, they are not allowed to 
get off without the bus monitor’s permission. 
ኞӤ҅ݸই๚឴໊ᴨጱ꧋ᦜ҅ӧᐺᛔӥ

̶ 
 
Help the younger students and any other students who 
need assistance find their seat, fasten seatbelt, etc. 
ଆۗੜٌ՜ํᵱᥝጱኞತکଷ֖ࣖঅ҅ᔮঅਞق

ଃᒵ̶ 
 
Only registered riders are allowed on the bus, and they 
need to either show their bus pass or be on your list. 
ᕪᬦํපጭᦕጱኞᚆԙ̶໊ࣖኞԙᶳڊ

ᐏԙܜᘏࣁԙܔݷӤ̶ 
 
Make sure all students are wearing their seat belts 
before the bus leaves the bus stop. 
໊ڹݎڊᶳᏟכಅํኞᔮঅਞقଃ̶ 
 
When the route is finished, check the bus to make sure 
no students or student properties have been left behind. 
ᭆਠಅํኞۓ҅ݸ༄ັ໊զᏟכဌํձ֜ኞ

ᘏᇔ᭳ߝ៧ࣁӤ̶ 
 
Only use cell phone in case of an emergency. 
Րࣁᔲఘ٭ӥֵአಋ 
 
While bus is in motion, one monitor at the front of the 
bus, and one monitor at the back of the bus. 
୮໊ࣁᤈᬰӾ҅Ӟ໊ݷᴨᵱࣁ१֖ᗝ҅ݚӞݷ

ᴨᵱࣁੲ֖ᗝ̶ 
 
Make sure all students talk in a low tone of voice. 
Ꮯכኞӧṛ̶्߮ࡈ 
 

 
Tell students to correct their behaviour if they are 
not following the bus expectations 
ইኞӧೲᆙਝڞಗᤈ҅݊ᔿྋӧᥢᤈԅ̶ 
 
Report the following to the school: 
݊ݻ໊ಸޞզӥᤈԅ 
• Any students who do not follow the directions 

given by the bus monitor or driver 
ձ֜ኞইຎํӧ໊ލݪ໊ᴨഀጱᤈ

ԅ҅݊ಸ̶ޞ 
• Any students who do not follow the bus rules 
ձ֜ኞӧਝԙਝڞጱ҅݊ಸ̶ޞ 
• After school, any student who does not get on 

the bus who is supposed to. 
න҅ইํኞ๚ᚆӤ҅݊ಸ̶ޞ 
• Any parents who insist on riding the bus 
ইํਹᳩࣙ೮ᥝԙ໊ࣖጱ҅݊ಸ̶ޞ 
• ongoing poor behaviour or dangerous 

incidences to the office Assistant or 
administration. 

ইํኞӧ୮ᤈԅරӧදݎኞӸ᯿Ԫඳ҅ଫ

 ̶ޞਰۗቘ໊ᶾಸلېݻ
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What should I do if...զӥఘ٭ই॒֜ቘ̶̶̶ 

...it is time to leave school, but not all students on the bus list have arrived? کᳵ
 Ҙکԧ҅֕ฎᬮํኞဌݎڊ໊
 
• You cannot leave school until all students on your list are accounted for, even if this means 

you will be delayed. 
       ইຎܔݷӤጱኞ๚ֵܨ҅کտ᬴Ԟӧᚆ̶ݎڊ 
 
• Step outside your bus to see if you can see the student you are missing. 
        ᒊࣁक़༄ັฎํވኞ᭳ࣁෟᬟ̶ 
 
• If you do not see the student, call Laurie Chen or Sherry Zhong to have them assist you in 

finding the students.  If they cannot be reached on their office phone, call their cell 
phone. 

ইຎՖ๚፡کኞ҅ኪᦾᕳLaurieᴯSherryᰦ҅ժտଆತኞ,ইຎلېਰኪᦾӧ

᭗҅ಋݩᎱ̶ 
 
• If you cannot reach Laurie or Sherry, call your school’s administrator in charge of bussing. 
ইຎᘶᔮӧکLaurieSherry҅ᛘኪᨮᨱ໊૬ጱ໊ᶾ̶ 
 
• If you can not reach your school’s administrator in charge of bussing, call the other 

administrators.  You may not leave until all students on your list are accounted for. 
ইຎᘶᔮӧکᨮᨱ໊૬ጱ໊ᶾ҅ᛘኪٌ՜ᶾ੶̶ܔݷӤጱኞဌํਠکقἶጱఘ٭ӥࣙ٬

ӧᚆᛔᐶ̶ 
...I am dropping the students off at their home bus stop, and no one is there to pick up a 
student who always is met by someone? ౯ᭆኞکӥᅩ҅֕ฎଘളኞጱՈဌํڊ
ሿҘ 
 
• Call Laurie Chen, so she can contact the parents.  If Laurie is not available, call Sherry 

Zhong.  Wait to hear back from Laurie or Sherry for further instructions. 
ᛘኪLaurieᴯ҅ᘶᔮਹᳩ̶ইຎ෫ဩള᭗Laurie҅ᘶᔮSherry̶ᆐݸᒵײժጱӥӞྍ

ᐏ̶Wait at the bus stop for five minutes. If you have not heard from Laurie or Sherry after five 
minutes, call Laurie or Sherry again. 
 ᖀᖅᕳժ̶҅॔ࢧSherryጱLaurieکဌํݸᰦړᰦ̶ইຎԲړ5ײӥᅩᒵࣁ
...we are delayed and are going to arrive at our bus stops more than 15 minutes after our 
scheduled times. ᪠Ӥᘬԧ҅ᥝྲᶼᦇکᬡᳵภ15ړᰦզӤ̶̶̶ 
• Call Laurie Chen, so she can notify the parents.  If Laurie is not available, call Sherry 

Zhong. 
᭗ᎣLaurieᴯ҅᭗Ꭳਹᳩ̶ইຎᘶᔮӧکLaurie҅᭗ᎣSherry̶ 
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Important Phone Numbers 
 

Office Supervisor/Bus Coordinator ໊ᨮᨱՈ– Laurie Chen 2669-3669 ext. ړ7101 

136-8256-5051 
 

Office Manager
��� - Sherry Zhong 2669-3669 ext. ��5100 

136-8258-0029 
 

Upper Primary Assistant Principal����� – Megan Kuemmerlin 2669-3669 ext. 7505 

180-2872-0022 
 

Lower Primary Assistant Principal �	��� – Leda Cedo 2669-3669 ext. 3201 
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Appendix 4  

Meal Options Annual 
( 8/15/2019 – 6/17/2020 )

Semester 1  
( 8/15/2019 – 12/12/2019 )

Semester 2 
( 1/6/2020 – 6/17/2020 )

Standard Lunch: RMB 5,907 RMB 2,541 RMB 3,366

Standard Lunch: Buffet Covering Asian & Western Food • Korean Lunch Box • Vegetarian Lunch Box • Chinese Lunch Box

Dear Parent / Guardian,

For your child/children to participate in the school lunch program, please make payment prior to 5pm August 23th, 2019. 

Bank Transfer

China Merchant Bank:

Account Details

Account name: 农农餐饮管理（深圳）有限公司

Account Number: 7559 3170 5310 901
Bank Branch: 招商银行蛇口分行

WeChat  / Alipay Transfer 

商户名称：农农餐饮管理（深圳）有限公司

商户代码：898440358111093
商品描述：农农餐饮管理（深圳）有限公司

*Please write down your child/children’s Passport full name, Age, 
Home Room Class and type of lunch preference*

*Please write down your child/children’s Passport full name, 
Age, Home Room Class and type of lunch preference*

Meal Options Annual 
( 8/15/2019 – 6/17/2020 ) 

Semester 1  
( 8/15/2019 – 6/17/2020 )

Semester 2 
( 8/18/2019 – 6/17/2020 )

Premium Lunch: RMB 8,055 RMB 3,465 RMB 4,590

Commencement

1. NomNom will provide school lunch to students, three (3) days after the funds have been received.

Cancellation Policy

2. If your child / children wish to switch to a different lunch option, a notice must be sent 

three (3) days in advance to sis@nomnomnom.cn

3. If you wish to cancel your lunch program, two (2) school days notice is required. 

Notice must be sent to sis@nomnomnom.cn

4. Refund will be processed within thirty (30) days after the application.

5. The calculated refund fee will only be sent to the original payment source ( Bank Account Transfer Only ).

Absentee Policy

6. To qualify for an absentee refund three (3) days notice is required before a refund is payable.

7. Any school day that is cancelled due to an unforeseen occurrence such as power outage, typhoon, etc…does not qualify for a refund.

Terms & Conditions
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尊敬的家长 / 监护人：

为了让您的孩子及时参与到新学期的学校午餐计划，请于2019年8月23号下午5点之前交齐就餐费用。

银行转帐 微信 / 支付宝 转款

校餐条款及注意事项

账户信息

开户名称： 农农餐饮管理（深圳）有限公司
银行账号： 7559 3170 5310 901

开户银行： 招商银行蛇口分行

午餐选择 一学年
( 8/15/2019 – 6/17/2020 )

第一学期
( 8/15/2019 – 12/12/2019 )

第二学期
( 1/6/2020 – 6/17/2020 )

标准餐: RMB 5,907 RMB 2,541 RMB 3,366

标准餐: 亚洲和西方特色的自助餐 • 韩式餐盒 • 素食餐盒 • 中式餐盒

午餐选择 一学年
( 8/15/2019 – 6/17/2020 ) 

第一学期
( 8/15/2019 – 6/17/2020 )

第二学期
( 8/18/2019 – 6/17/2020 )

精选餐盒: RMB 8,055 RMB 3,465 RMB 4,590

商户名称：农农餐饮管理（深圳）有限公司
商户代码：898440358111093
商品描述：农农餐饮管理（深圳）有限公司

*请务必备注您孩子护照全名、年龄、班级以及选择的午餐类型**请务必备注您孩子护照全名、年龄、班级以及选择的午餐类型*
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Appendix 6 

SIS Behaviour Definitions 
BEHAVIOUR ENDANGERING OTHERS: Putting others in danger or peril. 
 
BULLYING: Negative, repeated and persistent actions, which tend to intimidate, oppress, 
injure, distress or discomfort another individual. 
 
CHEATING: Willfully obtaining, using and/or giving information in a fraudulent manner. 
DISRUPTION:  Any act that interferes with the educational process, setting, or any school 
sponsored activity. 
FIGHTING: Aggressive physical contact between students. 
FORGING: Falsely and/or fraudulently making or altering a document. 
HARASSMENT: Intentionally aggravating another individual persistently. 
INDECENCY/VERBAL ABUSE: Obscene words, materials, gestures, utterances, conduct, 
appearance or behaviour which exhibits or concerns vulgar, indecent or sexually 
suggestive acts, or concerns nudity or excretory functions. It includes communications 
objectionable or offensive to community standards which is primarily or principally 
designed, intended or has the effect of shocking, disturbing, embarrassing, insulting, or 
distracting others. It includes unwelcome or unwanted sexual advances or requests for 
sexual favors judged from the standpoint of the recipient (verbal sexual harassment). 
 
PHYSICAL BATTERY: Beating or use of force upon any other individual. 
 
POSSESSION OF CIGARETTES OR TOBACCO PRODUCTS: Having or using cigarettes, 
cigars, smokeless tobacco or other tobacco products. The SIS campus is a smoking 
prohibited area.   
 
POSSESSION OF DRUGS OR ALCOHOL: Having or using narcotics or alcoholic 
beverages. 
 
POSSESSION OF DANGEROUS WEAPONS/ARTICLES OR HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: 
Having or using substances or objects that are able and likely to inflict injury.  Guns, Air 
Pistols (BB Guns), Knives, chemical sprays etc. 
 
STEALING: Taking the property of another individual, group or organization. 
 
SUSPENSION: A temporary exclusion of a student from school from a class or classes for 
a period of time not to exceed ten school days. A suspended student has the right to make 
up missed work for credit. The student is still expected to do the work.  
 
THREATS: Expression of intention to inflict injury and/or damage. 
 
TRUANCY: Staying out of school without permission, or avoidance of the responsibility to 
serve a detention. 
 
VANDALISM: Willfully destroying school property, which shall also include any vehicles on 
school grounds. A student and her/his parents may be required to reimburse individuals or 
SIS for destruction or damage to property. 
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Academic Honesty 
 
Academic honesty requires that SIS community members produce work that is their own. In contrast, 
academic dishonesty is an attempt to claim and show possession of knowledge and skills that one does 
not possess. The well-being of the school community depends on each member accepting responsibility 
for their personal conduct in both social and academic endeavours. In the primary school context, faculty 
and staff will support learners with skills to discern right from wrong. A student’s moral awareness as it 
applies to the academic environment is the foundation of success at SIS and throughout life. 
 
Personal integrity and academic honesty are the corner stones in achieving attributes of the 
Learner Profile: 
 
• Communicators e.g. analysing, synthesising, and evaluating information.  Write your own ideas. Use 

your own ‘voice’. 
 
• Courageous e.g. exhibiting confidence, initiative, and self-reliance.   Do your own analysis, hard work 

and research.  
 

• Caring e.g. actively contributing to their immediate and expanding communities.   Work with others and 
contribute your own ideas to the group. 

 
• Thinkers e.g. interpreting and evaluating significant concepts within various contexts.   Think about 

what you read, hear, learn and decide for yourself what it means. 
 
• Open-minded e.g. developing awareness & sense of responsibility to the global community.   Even if 

you don’t know the person, using their work as if it were your own is like theft or stealing. 
 
 
In the Primary Context, our students do not sign a Shekou International School Academic Honesty 
Agreement Form. 
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Appendix 7 

Contact List
Admissions	Director Liz	Jheeta ljheeta@sis.org.cn 26693669	Ext.5104
Director	of	Advancement Michelle	Collin mcollin@sis.org.cn 26693666	Ext.5103
AcFviFes	&	AthleFcs	Director Barry	Jenkin bjenkin@sis.org.cn 26693669	Ext.8111
Gecko	Grill	Manager Tracy	Wei tracy@nomnomnom.cn 26693669	Ext.2101
Director	of	Financial	&	Business Brent	Wang bwang@sis.org.cn 26693669	Ext.5108
School	Nurse Judy	Huang jhuang@sis.org.cn 26693669	Ext.6120
TransportaFon	Coordinator Laurie	Chen lchen@sis.org.cn 26693669	Ext.7101
Early	Primary	Counselor Susan	Shuford sshuford@sis.org.cn 26693669	Ext	4201	
Upper	Primary	Counselor Dallin	Bywater dbywater@sis.org.cn 26693669	Ext.7109
MS	Counselor Devon	Stafford dstafford@sis.org.cn 26693669	Ext.8202
HS	Counselor Paula	Brunning pbrunning@sis.org.cn 26693669	Ext.8304
Early	Primary	Assistant	Principal Leda	Cedo lcedo@sis.org.cn 26693669	Ext	3201
Upper	Primary	Assistant	Principal Megan	Kuemmerlin mkuemmerlin@sis.org.cn 26693669	Ext.7505
Primary	Principal Harish	Kanabar hkanabar@sis.org.cn 26693669	Ext.7502
MS	Assistant	Principal Nathan	Lill nlill@sis.org.cn 26693669	Ext	8103
HS	Assistant	Principal Craig	Ortner cortner@sis.org.cn 26693669	Ext	8306
MS/HS	Principal Phil	Rogers progers@sis.org.cn 26693669	Ext.8110
Director	of	Learning	InnovaFon Robert	Cormack rcormack@sis.org.cn 26693669	Ext.5102
Head	of	School Greg	Smith gsmith@sis.org.cn 26693669	Ext.5100

+86–755–2669 3669 www.sis-shekou.org
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Appendix 8 

Typhoon Warning Signals 

 
 

Icon
 Meaning  Prevention Measures

 

48

It may be affected by a tropical cyclone within 48 hours.

  � 

Keep informed of update tropical cyclone. Be aware of the effect it 
may causes.

 

24 6

It may be affected by a tropical cyclone within 24 hours. 
Strong winds are expected with a wind force greater than 
6 scale (39-49 km/h), or gusts may exceed 7 scale (61 
km/h).

1.  
2.
1. Be prepared for the strong wind, and informed all out-door 
operating personnel
2. Put easily affected outdoors stuff into safe place.

 

24 8

 
It may be affected by a tropical cyclone within 24 hours. 
Strong winds are expected with a wind force greater than 
8 scale (62-74 km/h), or gusts may exceed 9 scale (88 
km/h).

1.    
  

2.
  

3.   
4.
1) Preschools, Primary, Middle and High schools are closed. 
Students who are attending need to be taken care of.
2) Stop any high altitude job or jobs on water, keep ships in the 
port.
3) Release people from dangerous area, stop any assembly  
4) All functional departments are getting prepared for typhoon 
preventing.

 

12  10

It may be affected by a tropical cyclone within 12 hours. 
Strong winds are expected with a wind force greater than 
10 scale (89-102 km/h), or gusts may exceed 11 scale 
(117 km/h).

1.  
2.
1) Emergency status of typhoon preventing. Stay in-doors or safe 
places to avoid typhoon.
2) Reinforce the harbor. 

 

6 
12
 
It may be affected by a typhoon within 12 hours. 
Strong winds are expected with a wind force 
greater than 12 scale (118-133 km/h).

1.
  

2.
Suggest suspend all business. (Except for emergency 
rescue and disaster relief, mass transportation, hospitals, 
water, electricity and gas services)
Related 
The departments connected are ready to start the 
emergency rescue plan. 
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 Rainstorm Warning Signals
 Icon  Meaning  Prevention Measures

 

6 
Heavy rain may develop within 6 hours, 
or the heavy rain is likely to continue.

 

2. 
 

  Inform outdoors working staff about 
raining situation

  All functional departments carefully pay 
attention to any disaster affected

 

3 
50

Heavy rain has fallen in some areas, 
exceeding 50 millimeters in the past 3 

hours, and is likely to continue.

 
 
  watch carefully low-lying and water-

logging areas
  suggest stop affected outdoor work

 

3 
100

Heavy rain has fallen in some areas, 
exceeding 100 millimeters in the past 3 

hours, and is likely to continue

1.

 
2.   

3.
1) Preschools, Primary, Middle and High 

schools are closed. Students who are 
attending need to be taken care of.

2) Release people from dangerous area, stop 
any assembly

3) All functional departments are getting 
prepared for typhoon preventing.

 
* If students have already set out for school when the Yellow typhoon or Red heavy rain 
signal is issued, SIS will activate their plan to ensure school premises will be open and 
staffed until proper arrangements are made for arriving students to return home at an 
appropriate time.  
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Activity No Warning Yellow 
Warning 

Orange Warning Red Warning 

Temperature 
Range 

≤ 35ºC 35ºC to 37ºC 37ºC to 40ºC >40ºC 

Recess No 
Restrictions 

Full Recess 
with careful 

monitoring by 
staff on duty 

Shortened 
Recess  

10 min with 
careful 

monitoring and 
limiting physical 

exertion 

Indoor Recess 

P.E. No 
Restrictions 

Full lesson 
with a 

reduction in 
physical 
activity 

Shortened PE 
time 

move indoors if 
possible 

Indoor PE 

Scheduled 
Sporting 
Events 

No 
Restrictions 

Careful 
monitoring - 
may require 

reduced 
exertion 

Postponed /  
Cancelled 

Postponed / 
Cancelled 

Athletics 
Practice and 

Training 
(2 to 4 h) 

No 
Restrictions 

Reduced 
practice time 
and careful 
monitoring 

Postponed /  
Cancelled 

Postponed / 
Cancelled 

  
HEAT EXHAUSTION 

Heat exhaustion is a heat-related illness that can occur after you've been exposed to high temperatures, and it often is 
accompanied by dehydration. Heat exhaustion is related to hot air temperature and the relative humidity.  (High 
humidity levels reduce the body’s ability to cool through sweating.) 

There are two types of heat exhaustion: 

• Water depletion: Signs include excessive thirst, weakness, headache, and loss of consciousness. 
• Salt depletion: Signs include nausea and vomiting, muscle cramps, and dizziness. 

 

Treatment for Heat Exhaustion 

If you, or anyone else, has symptoms of heat exhaustion, it's essential to immediately get out of the heat and rest, 
preferably in an air-conditioned room. If you can't get inside, try to find the nearest cool and shady place.  Immediately 
notify the nurse and… 

• have patient drink plenty of fluid (cold bottled water or sports drink are best). 
• loosen or remove any tight or unnecessary clothing. 
• apply cooling measures such as fans or cold, wet towels. 

If such measures fail to provide relief within 15 minutes, seek further emergency medical help, because untreated heat 
exhaustion can progress to heat stroke. 

Persons who have suffered heat exhaustion will be more sensitive to high temperatures during the following week and 
therefore it will be necessary for them to avoid hot weather and heavy exercise until a doctor determines it safe for them 
to resume their normal activities. 
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Air quality is monitored continuously through on-site and official AQI metres. 
Protocols are enacted through direct messages to staff involved in outdoor 
activities. Intermal air quality is also monitored continuously and maintained 
through filters fitted to all air conditionaing units. 

ACTIVITY 0 to 50 GOOD 51 to 100 MODERATE 101 to 150 UNHEALTHY 
FOR SENSITIVE 
GROUPS

151 to 200 
UNHEALTHY

201 to 300 VERY 
UNHEALTHY

Recess (15 min) No Restrictions No Restrictions Make indoor space 
available for children with 
asthma or other respiratory 
problems.

Any child who complains 
of difficulty breathing, or 
who
has asthma or other 
respiratory problems, 
should be allowed to play 
indoors.

Restrict outdoor activities 
to light to moderate 
exercise.

P.E. (1 hr) No Restrictions No Restrictions Make indoor space 
available for children with 
asthma or other respiratory 
problems.

Any child who complains 
of difficulty breathing, or 
who
has asthma or other 
respiratory problems, 
should be allowed to play 
indoors.

Restrict outdoor activities 
to light to moderate 
exercise not to exceed 
one hour.

Scheduled Sporting 
Events

No Restrictions Individuals who are 
unusually sensitive to 
ground-level ozone 
should limit intense 
activities.

Individuals with asthma or 
other respiratory or 
cardiovascular illness 
should increase rest 
periods and reduce 
activities to lower 
breathing rates.

Consideration should be 
given to rescheduling or 
relocating event.

Event should be 
rescheduled or relocated 
indoors.

Athletic Practice and 
Training (2 to 4 hrs)

No Restrictions Individuals who are 
unusually sensitive to 
ground-level ozone 
should limit intense 
activities.

Individuals with asthma or 
other respiratory or 
cardiovascular illness 
should increase rest 
periods and reduce 
activities to lower 
breathing rates.

Activities over
2 hours should decrease 
intensity and duration.
Add rest breaks or 
substitutions to lower 
breathing rates.

Sustained rigorous 
exercise for more than 
one hour must be 
rescheduled, moved 
indoors or discontinued.

Air Quality and Outdoor Activities


